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Using Christopher Alexander’’s Fiftftfftfteen 
Properties of Art and Nature to Viisually 
Compare and Contrast the Tessellations 
of Mirza Akbbbar 
Abbssttrractt.. When one looks closely at the tessellations designed by 
Mirza Akbar in the early nineteenth century there are many 
overlapping structures interacting with one another. The complex 
structure of these tessellations results from the horizontal,
diagonal, and radial grids that were used to construct the 
tessellations. This paper will discuss how Mirza Akbar constructed
two of his tessellations and why star shapes embedded in complex 
symmetrical patterns are important in Islamic culture, and will 
then test the usefulness of Christopher Alexander’s fifteen 
properties of art and nature as an additional method of comparing 
and contrasting the visual characteristics of these tessellations. The 
fifteen properties are levels of scale, strong centers, boundaries,
alternating repetition, positive space, good shape, local
symmetries, deep interlock and ambiguity, contrast, gradients, 
roughness, echoes, the void, simplicity and inner calm, and not 
separateness. 

The tessellations of Mirza Akbbbar 

Mirza Akbar, a master builder in early nineteenth-century Persia, documented the
tessellations shown in figs. 1 and 2 [Gombrich 1979: 85; Necipoglu 1995: 19]. Looking 
closely at the tessellations, one can see overlapping structures that surround and reinforce 
the star shapes that are the most prominent features of the tessellations. Tessellation A 
(fig. 1) has ten-pointed stars in a field of diagonal and vertical lines formed from four-
sided kite-like tiles, and pentagon-shaped tiles, with some hourglass-shaped tiles to 
complete the tessellation. There are also pentagon shapes that oscillate up the vertical line 
of tiles between the vertical lines of star shapes. Tessellation B (fig. 2) is dominated by 
twelve-pointed stars surrounded symmetrically by four-sided kite-shaped tiles and 
hexagon-shaped tiles, with some arrow shaped tiles to complete the tessellation. The
twelve-pointed star shapes are separated by triangle shapes. There is also a six-sided line 
of tiles that overlaps the stars and triangles and surrounds the large star shapes. 

Mirza Akbar codified in a set of drawings how the complex tile patterns of 
Tessellation A and Tessellation B were developed. Fig. 3 shows how Tessellation A was 
developed. Fig. 4 shows how Tessellation B was developed. The light lines are
construction lines that were lightly scratched on the paper. The dark lines were set in ink 
to mark the shapes of the tiles. Both constructions were prepared with compass and 
straightedge and it is clear from the constructions that the procedure started with the 
laying out of the centers of the stars and drawing concentric circles that were used to
organize the lines that outline the tiles. Note how the lines that define the tile shapes 
have their origins and intersections where the concentric circles intersect the radial lines  
[Christie 1969: 252-258].
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Fig. 1. Tessellation A. Tilework documented by Mirza Akbar early in the nineteenth century. 
[Dowlatshahi 1979: 58; Christie 1969: 157]
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Fig. 2. Tessellation B. Tilework documented by Mirza Akbar early in the nineteenth century. 
[Dowlatshahi 1979: 58; Christie 1969: 154]
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Fig. 3. Diagram by Archibald Christie of the construction of Tessellation A from a drawing in the 
Mirza Akbar collection at the Victoria and Albert Museum [Christie 1969: 258]a

Fig. 4. Diagram by Archibald Christie of the construction of Tessellation B from a drawing in the
Mirza Akbar collection at the Victoria and Albert Museum [Christie 1969: 255]a
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Syed Jan Abas, in a paper on symmetries [2001], addresses the prominence of star
shapes embedded in the complex geometrical patterns of Islamic tessellations through
four features of Islamic culture. One, the concept of God in Islam is abstract but can be
described as light. Two, wandering over deserts and oceans required an understanding of 
the complexities and symmetries of the night sky for navigation. Three, a long tradition
with carpet weaving reinforced covering surfaces with complex symmetrical patterns, and ff
four, combining all of these was the concept that geometry connected the material and
spiritual worlds [Abas 2001: 61-62]. Abas, in his book Symmetries of Islamic 
Geometrical Patterns [Abas and Salman 1995], discusses how symmetry plays an
important part in human understanding and perception of the physical world around us.
Gravity is radially symmetric. Animals are bilaterally symmetric. Our thought processes 
look for symmetries to understand what is before us and to project into the future [Abas 
and Salman 1995: 32-35].  Both of the tessellations and their construction drawings 
shown in figs. 1 through 4 demonstrate complex symmetry defined as patterns that, 
when rotated, translated, and or reflected, reproduce the same image [Abas and Salman 
1995: 57; Loeb 1993: 14-27; Weil 1952].  Tessellation B has rotational symmetries of 
60°, 120° and 180°. It also has translational symmetries vertically, horizontally, and along 
the diagonal lines. Tessellation B has a 180° rotational symmetry but no others. It has 
translational symmetries vertically, horizontally, and along both the diagonal lines that
run through the tessellation. These multiple overlapping symmetries create a pleasant mix 
of order and surprise that holds the observer’s visual attention. The connection, well
presented by Abas, between symmetries and our perception of the world and our ability 
to project from past observation to future consequences, reinforces the Islamic concept 
that complex symmetries in geometric patterns connect the material and spiritual worlds. 

As demonstrated in the previous paragraphs, the two tessellations can be described by 
discussing the star centers and the interlocking and overlapping symmetrical shapes that
frame the stars. The two tessellations can also be described by exploring the method used 
to construct them. The use of stars as a central motif embedded in complex symmetrical 
patterns can be related to Islamic culture. However none of these methods provides a 
detailed multi-dimensional method of discussing the strongly different visual
characteristics of the two tessellations. It would be helpful if there were a structured 
method to describe the visual differences between the tessellations, thus providing 
another method to compare and contrast the complex interlocking and overlapping 
geometrical patterns of Islamic design.

Christopher Alexanderr’’s fiffiffiftftfftfteen properties of art and nature 
Christopher Alexander, in book one The Nature of Order of his four book setr The 

Phenomenon of Life, discusses at length how art and nature are given life by collectionse
of centers that interact with each other. “My aim in this book is to create a scientific view 
of the world in which this concept – the idea that everything has a degree of life – is well
defined” [Alexander 2002: 32]. He goes on to develop fifteen properties that can be used
to compare and contrast works of art and works of nature. The fifteen properties are
levels of scale, strong centers, boundaries, alternating repetition, positive space, good
shape, local symmetries, deep interlock and ambiguity, contrast, gradients, roughness, 
echoes, the void, simplicity and inner calm, and not separateness. Alexander does not 
create formal definitions of these properties, but rather defines each of the fifteen 
properties through a discussion of examples from art and nature that illustrates the 
property [Alexander 2002: 243]. The following paragraphs are a test of the ability of g
Alexander’s fifteen properties to provide a multi-dimensional comparison of the visual
characteristics of the tessellations. 
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LLevels oof ssccale 

The appearance of scale is widespread throughout natural systems. The tree: 
trunk, limbs, branches, twigs. The cell: cell walls, organelles, nucleus, 
chromosomes. The river: bends in the river, tributaries, eddies, pools at the edge
[Alexander 2002: 246].   

This is a verbal description of a fractal view of nature. 

Both tessellations have large star structures made from smaller tiles. However 
Tessellation A has more overlapping shapes. There are diagonal lines running across the 
tessellation. There are vertical lines running up and down the tessellation. There are g
pentagons embedded in these vertical lines that oscillate their orientation as they run up
the line of tiles. There are four-sided diamond shapes that appear where the pentagons
overlap, 

SStronng cceennters 

We certainly see strong centers throughout the physical world. Many natural
processes have centers of action. The action, or development, or force-field
radiates outward from some systems of centers. This is implicit in much of 
physics and biology. In physics, we have the fact that electric, magnetic,aa
gravitational, and nuclear forces are carried by spatially symmetrical fields, thus 
most often creating centrally and bilaterally symmetrical structures [Alexander 
2002: 251].

While both tessellations provide centers in their star shapes, Tessellation B has much 
stronger centers than Tessellation A. In tessellation B the star centers dominate the 
formation while in Tessellation A the star shapes are in a visual balance with the diagonal 
lines running past the star centers.  

BBoounddaaries 

In nature we see many systems with powerful, thick boundaries. The thick 
boundaries evolve as a result of the need for functional separations and transitions
between different systems. They occur essentially because wherever two very 
different phenomena interact, there is also a ‘zone of interaction’ which is a thing 
in itself, as important as the things which it separates [Alexander 2002: 254].

Examples of boundaries are the sun’s corona, the delta of a river, and the foothills of a 
mountain range.  

The boundaries between the star shapes in Tessellation A are stronger than the
boundaries in Tessellation B. In Tessellation A there are wide vertical boundaries
separating the star shapes. There are also diagonal lines running across the tessellation 
separating the star shapes, and overlapping both of these linear boundaries is a circular 
boundary running around each of the stars. In Tessellation B the most important 
boundary is composed of the kite-shaped and hexagon-shaped tiles that surround the
twelve-pointed star at the center. This reinforces the strong center (see “strong centers” 
above). There is also a line of tiles creating a hexagon boundary that separates the starg
shapes. This hexagon line of tiles is a fairly weak boundary since the surrounded star 
shapes create such strong centers. 
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Alllternnaattinng reeppetiittion 

In most of these cases of natural repetition, the repeating units do alternate with a 
second structure, which also repeats. When atoms repeat, so do the spaces which 
contain the electron orbits; when waves repeat, so do the troughs between the 
waves; as mountains repeat, so do the valleys [Alexander 2002: 257].

Both tessellations require alternating repetition of kite shapes, four-sided shapes that 
resemble kites, with polygons in Tessellation A, and hexagon shapes in Tessellation B. 
There are a few more complex shaped tiles that are necessary to complete the tessellation 
(see “roughness” discussed below). At a larger scale, in Tessellation A, there is a repetition 
of vertical lines with stars in them and vertical lines without stars. In addition there are 
diagonal lines of various widths. The wider lines contain the stars; the narrow lines run 
past the stars. Tessellation B is a little simpler. There is a repetition of star shapes and
triangle shapes that fill out the plane. There is also a repetition of star shapes and the line 
of hexagon-shaped tiles that surrounds the star shapes. 

PPoossittive space 

In the majority of naturally developed wholes, the wholes and spaces between
wholes form a continuum. This arises because the wholes form ‘from the inside’ 
according to their specific functional organization, thus making each whole
positive in its own terms. The positive nature of the space is necessary to preserve 
the wholeness of the system [Alexander 2002: 261].  

This is similar to yin and yang. The shape of the form and the spaces between the 
forms are equally important. 

Tessellation B is a good example of positive space. Each star shape pushes outward 
toward the other star shapes creating triangle shapes between them. The ratio between 
the size of the star shapes and the sizes of the hexagon shapes that surround them is f
pleasing. In Tessellation A the star shapes do not push outward into the field of tiles as
strongly as in Tessellation B. However, a form of positive space is created by the 
interaction of the star shapes with the diagonal lines that run above and below the stars. 
One might consider this a more nuanced form of positive space.  

GGoood shhappe 

A great many natural systems have a tendency to form closed, beautifully shaped 
figures: leaves, the curl of a breaking wave, a cowrie shell or a nautilus, a harebell,
a bone or a skull, a whirlpool, a volcano, the arch of a waterfall. … In order to
understand the widespread occurrence of the beauty of these shapes in nature, we
must remember that good shape in a geometric figure – often curved – has in it
some major center that is intensified by various minor centers [Alexander 2002: 
264]. 

Under the above definition, Tessellation B has better shape than Tessellation A.
Tessellation B has star centers, surrounded by twelve minor centers created by the kite 
and hexagon-shaped tiles surrounding the star shape. Tessellation A surrounds its starr
shapes with ten minor centers but its minor centers are not as strong as the minor centers 
in Tessellation B. In Tessellation A the surrounding minor centers are overpowered by 
the strong diagonal lines surrounding the stars. 
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LLooccaal ssymmetries 

In general these symmetries occur in nature because there is no reason for
asymmetry; an asymmetry only occurs when it is forced. Thus, for instance, a 
water drop, falling through the air, is asymmetrical along its length, because the
flow field is differentiated in the direction of the fall, but symmetrical around its 
vertical axis, because there is no differentiation between one horizontal direction 
and any other [Alexander 2002: 266]. 

Both tessellations exhibit local symmetries. Tessellation B has very strong local 
symmetries surrounding the star shapes and in the triangle shapes that separate the star
shapes. Tessellation A has a less visually powerful cascade of symmetry around the star
shapes but it has other local symmetries. There are overlapping pentagon shapes that are 
embedded in the vertical boundaries between the star shapes. These pentagon shapes
have a bilateral symmetry. Where the pentagons intersect there are diamond shapes that 
also have bilateral symmetry. 

DDeeepp interrloock aannd ambiiguuityyy 

Deep interlock comes about in many natural systems because neighboring systems
interact most easily along extended or enlarged surfaces, where the surface area is
large compared with the volume [Alexander 2002: 270].

Tessellation A has a much higher degree of interlock and ambiguity than Tessellation
B. Tessellation A has an overlay of diagonal and vertical lines of varying widths running 
through it. In the wide vertical lines that separate the star shapes there are multiple 
overlapping shapes. The most dominant are pentagons that oscillate up through the
figure. Where the pentagons overlap they create a diamond shape. Finally, each star is 
surrounded by a circle of tiles that overlays all the shapes just discussed. The main 
interlock in Tessellation B is the six-sided line of tiles that surrounds the star shapes and
overlaps the triangle shapes that separate the star shapes.

Coontrrasst 

Many – perhaps all – natural systems obtain their organization and energy from 
the interaction of opposites. We see this at a fundamental level in the following 
chart of elementary particles, which contains particles and antiparticles, positive
and negative electric charges, charmed and anti-charmed quarks, up and down 
quarks, and anti-up and anti-down quarks [Alexander 2002: 272]. 

Both tessellations have good contrast. However, I find it interesting that when viewed 
up close Tessellation B appears to have a slightly better balance between dark and light
tiles, but when viewed at a distance Tessellation A appears to have a better balance. In 
addition, as in positive and negative electrical charges, both tessellations are mostly 
constructed with kite-shaped tiles and polygon-shaped tiles. 

GGradiieents 

Gradients play a very large role throughout nature. Any time that a quantity varies 
systematically through space, a gradient is established. For instance, we climb on a 
mountain, the higher we go, the climate becomes colder, and the air becomes 
thinner. In these gradually changing conditions, trees become more thinly spaced,
finally giving way to grass and then to rocks, and then to rocks and ice [Alexander 
2002: 275].

Tessellation B has a strong gradient of shapes surrounding the stars. There are three
layers of tiles of varying shapes that surround the star shape in the middle. This is a 
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gradient and also an example of a boundary, discussed previously. Tessellation A also has 
a gradient of three layers of tiles surrounding the star shapes, but here the gradient is not 
as strong as in Tessellation B, and the gradient gets somewhat lost in the overlapping 
diagonal and vertical lines of tiles around the stars. 

Rooouughnneesss 

Roughness, or irregularity, appears pervasively in natural systems. It appears as a 
result of the interplay between well-defined order and the constraints of three
dimensional space [Alexander 2002: 278]. 

At the level of the design of the tessellation, there are specially shaped tiles that are 
necessary to complete the tessellation. In Tessellation A, which is mostly kite-shaped and 
pentagon-shaped tiles, there are hourglass-shaped tiles in the centers of the polygon 
shapes that cascade up the vertical lines of tiles between the star shapes. This different 
shape is necessary to complete the tessellation. In Tessellation B, there are arrow-shaped 
tiles that are necessary to complete the tessellation, which is primarily built from kite-
shaped and hexagon-shaped tiles.

Echoes 

In all natural systems, deep-lying fundamental processes ultimately give geometric
form to the static structure of the system. These processes repeat certain typical 
angles and proportions over and over again, and it is the statistical character of 
these angles and proportions which determines the morphological character of the
system of parts [Alexander 2002: 281]. 

The ten-pointed star shape in Tessellation A is echoed in the pentagon shapes that 
make up much of the tessellation. The pentagon shapes that oscillate up the vertical line 
of tiles between the stars are also an echo. The twelve-pointed star-shape in Tessellation B 
is echoed in the hexagon shapes that make up much of the tessellation. The triangle 
shapes separating the twelve-pointed stars are also echoes in the twelve, six, three
sequence.

TThe vooid 

The void corresponds to the fact that differentiation of minor systems almost
always occurs in relation to the ‘quiet’ of some larger more stable system. Thus
smaller structures tend to appear around the edge of larger more homogeneous 
structures. In Plasma physics, for example, this appears in the form of systems of 
galaxies which have strongly homogeneous zones, bounded by more intricate
zones where the structure is more intense and more densely disturbed [Alexander 
2002: 284].

Looking at the tessellations it is clear that without the star shapes – the voids which 
generate the boundaries of interacting smaller structures – the design would break down
into a chaotic collection of small tiles. 

SSiimppliiccityyy annd iinner callm 

Simplicity and inner calm is the Occam’s razor of any natural system: each
configuration occurring in nature is the simplest one consistent with its 
conditions. For example, Michel’s theorem shows that the typical three
dimensional form of a leaf, with the particular way the plan and cross section vary 
from stem to tip, is the least weight structure for a cantilever supporting a 
uniformly distributed load [Alexander 2002: 287]. 
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   Neither of these tessellations demonstrates simplicity and inner calm, however
Tessellation B, because of its less overlapping structure, demonstrates more simplicity and 
inner calm than Tessellation A.

NNoot sseepparatenessss 

Not separateness corresponds to the fact that there is no perfect isolation of any 
system, and that each part of every system is always part of the larger systems in
the world around it and is connected to them deeply [Alexander 2002: 288].

This last concept simply states that all of the above ways that nature and good design
organizes itself are interconnected. They need to smoothly interact with each other. 

Both tessellation designs contain characteristics of all of the fifteen properties, with 
some more prominent than others. 

Conclusion 
The two tessellations of Mirza Akbar presented in this paper can be studied and

classified by the complexity of their construction using compass and straightedge. They 
can also be studied and classified by their rotational and translational symmetries.
Neither of these methods directly addresses their visual differences  

However, Christopher Alexander’s fifteen properties of art and nature can provide a 
structured way to compare and contrast the visual characteristics of the two tessellations.
Tessellation A has more levels of scale, stronger boundaries between the dominant star 
shapes, a deeper interlock of shapes, good contrast when viewed at a distance, and a 
higher level of not separateness. Tessellation B has stronger centers, strong positive space,
good shape, strong local symmetries, good contrast when viewed up close, and strong 
gradients around the star shapes. Both tessellations exhibited roughness, echoes and the 
void. 

Finally, I chose these tessellations because I was fascinated by how long they held my 
visual attention exploring the multiple overlapping symmetrical patterns they present.
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